The Inventor’s Track Systems Let Champions Do What They Were Born To Do
Performance

measured in athletes that excel – and accel!
Exceptional anti-slip properties and vertical elasticity – that meet the DIN standard and IAAF guidelines – give both sprinters and distance runners quickness out of the block and a completely uniform, seamless surface.

Measured in increased athlete comfort and injury reduction.
Unique polymeric composition of the Regupol mat and polyurethane wearlayer provides slip resistance, force reduction and shock absorption to reduce the potential for stress and injury to bones, joints, ligaments and tendons.

Measured in exact tolerances, durability and low maintenance.
Regupol polyurethane tracks are factory made to the strictest quality control standards and exact tolerances using our in-house state-of-the-science equipment – and then precision field applied. The result is a world-class precision surface that will deliver years and years of IAAF performance, durability and easy care and maintenance.

Measured in environmental fitness.
The very nature of Regupol is an environmentally responsible choice. Regupol tracks are composed of up to 100% post-consumer tire rubber and post-industrial EPDM rubber. Our manufacturing process exceeds the strictest environmental standards. All of this can contribute to LEED certification.
The Invention that Revolutionized Track & Field performance

Over 40 years ago, German company, BSW, put tires on a new road – the road to championships. BSW invented the technology to recycle tires into rubber athletic surfaces that forever changed the world of track & field. It was quintessential German engineering, innovation, precision and performance. In the lab, BSW scientists called it Recycled Gummi Polymer. But for decades, those involved in track & field worldwide have called it by the acronym synonymous with superior performance – Regupol®!
Olympic Champion
Usain Bolt Prefers to bolt on
Regupol Tracks

If the world’s greatest sprinter had his choice he’d run all his races on Regupol tracks. And why not? All three of his golds at the 2009 World Championships in Berlin were won on Regupol. Proof positive that all tracks are not created equal? Mr. Bolt thinks so!

“When I run on Regupol, I feel totally different. My feet grab. It feels so fast, my feet fly. And it’s seamless, start to finish. From my toes to my nose, I feel nobody can catch me. Nobody!”

—Usain Bolt
Engineered For Champions and Athletes Worldwide.

Whether you’re a world champion or one who aspires to be, there’s nothing like running on a Regupol track. That’s because we invented the advanced manufacturing process and installation techniques that give Regupol tracks superior speed, traction, uniformity and comfort you won’t find with any other track. And that’s why we’ve installed over 1,000 tracks worldwide – many in service for over 20 years – and still delivering exceptional performance.

Why work with the inventor?

Working with Regupol America gets you much more than recycled rubber track & field surfaces. You benefit from four decades of experience and expertise that only the inventor can offer. You get the right information, advice and answers, right when you need them. And a product refined, tested and retested over the years by our R&D team to deliver precision performance that will not disappoint. It’s all accomplished with manufacturing to the highest quality standards, according to the strictest environmental requirements. And customer service provided with the beaming pride of an inventor.
System Standards

- Basemat supplied in rolls; permanently adhered to subbase
- Prefabricated system ensures precise, factory-controlled thickness
- Polyurethane wear surface is impermeable, seamless and UV stable
- Uniform physical properties and thickness
- Excellent shock absorption, slip-resistance and elasticity
- Top surface can be easily resurfaced to achieve low life cycle cost
- 5-year warranty

System Variations

REGUPOL® AG
- Traditional system for international competition
- Homogeneous broadcast granulated polyurethane topping
- 43% shock absorption
- IAAF approved

REGUPOL® PD
- Durable structural spray coated topping with EPDM granules
- 36% shock absorption
- IAAF approved

REGUPOL® SB
- Entry level base system for all Regupol track surfaces
- Most economical system for institutional projects, recreational and field training facilities
- Can upgrade (top coat) to AG and PD tracks years after installation
- 32% shock absorption

Color Options

Relay Red
Dash Black
Bolt Blue

Other colors available upon request.

Please feel free to contact us:
Phone +1 800.537.8737
Email sales@regupol.com